Finally - a complete, integrated, and total solution for the testing, control, and monitoring of video assets!!

Device Partner’s (DP) Device Smart Test & Monitor Platform is a scalable black box tool suite that is flexible, open, robust, and pro-active. Smart Test is created with a single purpose in mind - to provide a complete, integrated, and total solution for the testing, controlling, and monitoring of video assets (Mobile, STB, and Desktop devices) at all levels of enterprise environment requirements - specifically lab and operations requirements.

• Expert Test – Efficiency, Consistency & Repeatability
• Expert Control – Intelligent control of video assets
• Expert Monitor – Proactive and Around the Clock
• Expert Automation – Gear for Autonomous Operations
• Expert Design & Management – All test resources are smartly managed and utilized
• BE SURE!

TSI and DP’s TestShell and Video Testing solution will allow you to quickly and easily validate video performance and quality. Below are our product lines - ask for details!!

- DP-Unified - 3 screen testing solution - one location
- DP-Tablet - iOS and Android
- DP-Desktop - Windows, Linux, and Mac
- DP-Roku - Roku 1/2/3 devices
- DP-Blaster - any STB type
- DP-HD-Recorder - any STB type
- DP-Scanner - around the clock live monitoring
- DP-Stop-Watch - Performance measurements

DEVICE PARTNER and TSI - leaders in the automation of video device testing and monitoring!